Rainbow Family Hand Portrait

Create an abstract family portrait using the hands of everyone in your family, then make it colorful, like the colors of the rainbow!

1. Gather Supplies:
   - Cardstock Paper
   - Markers
   - Pencil

2. Start by tracing your hand with a pencil on your piece of paper.
Then have every member of your family place their hand on the page and trace them one by one.

Continue tracing hands until the page is full, and make sure they overlap in all different directions! The more overlaps, the more color you will have.

Trace every pencil line with a black marker.

Color each section using the colors of the rainbow! Start with the large areas first, like large hands or the background.

Then start filling in the smaller areas that were created by the overlapping hands. Try to create contrast by not having the same colors next to each other. Continue coloring until the whole page is full and you’re done!

Note: Coloring can take time, so use this time to relax and be mindful of staying within the lines!